Characterization of covalent Ene adduct intermediates in "hydride equivalent" transfers in a dihydropyridine model for NADH reduction reactions.
A study of the reactions of an NADH model, 1,4-di(trimethylsilyl)-1,4-dihydropyridine, 7, with a series of α,β-unsaturated cyano and carbonyl compounds has produced the first direct evidence for an obligatory covalent adduct between a dihydropyridine and substrate in a reduction reaction. The reactions were monitored by NMR spectroscopy. In all reactions studied, the covalent adduct was the first new species detected and its decomposition to form products could be observed. Concentrations of adducts were sufficiently high at steady-state that their structures could be determined directly from NMR spectra of the reaction mixtures; adduct structures are those expected from an Ene reaction between 7 and the substrate. This first reaction step results in transfer of the C(4) hydrogen nucleus of 7 to the substrate and formation of a covalent bond between C(2) of the dihydropyridine ring and the substrate α-atom. Discovery of these Ene-adduct intermediates completes the spectrum of mechanisms observed in NADH model reactions to span those with free radical intermediates, no detectable intermediates and now covalent intermediates. The geometry of the transition state for formation of the Ene adduct is compared with those of theoretical transition state models and crystal structures of enzyme-substrate/inhibitor complexes to suggest a relative orientation for the dihydropyridine ring and the substrate in an initial cyclic transition state that is flexible enough to accommodate all observed mechanistic outcomes.